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Unleash the new internet

Our mission

Unleash the decentralized internet
The mission is to expand our technology across the globe and build an integrated decentralized
network that allows everyone to retain power over their data in a highly secured environment,
whilst unleashing the true speed of the internet.

Colours we like

The palette we associate ourselves with
Like all global brands, we pride ourselves on the colours we use to further enhance our story.

Blue

Teal

RGB 52, 145, 248
HEX #3491f8
CMYK 69, 39, 0, 0
RGB 42, 255, 253
HEX #2afffd
CMYK 51, 0, 13, 0

RGB 255, 95, 42
HEX #ff5f2a
CMYK 0, 77, 90, 0

Orange

RGB 223, 142, 92
HEX #df8e5c
CMYK 10, 51, 70, 01

Monochromatic Orange

RGB 92, 153, 223
HEX #5c99df
CMYK 62, 31, 0, 0

Monochromatic Blue

Grey

White

RGB 208, 206, 206
HEX #d0cece
CMYK 17, 14, 14, 7
RGB 255, 255, 255
HEX #ffffff
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 0

The NetFlowCoin logos
The face of web 3.0

Our logo is open to use for any media relations who would like to use NetFlowCoin as a reference.
All use of the NetFlowCoin logo must be approved by the media relations team.
For enquires please contact our team by email.
Media@netflowcoin.io

Download all our logo formats from our goolge drive
https://drive.google.com/drive/fold-

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11bd4YaRIsOnnlx_fAI8OsyA_dSgc55vg?usp=sharing

What NetFlowCoin offers?
Our decentralized application
Data storage

Say goodbye to the need of cloud services
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NFC network constantly verifies
miners are storing data correctly

Miner commits to storing data
publicly on the NFC platform
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The NetFlowCoin ecosystem supports users to
store/retreive data via the NFC platform from
anywhere in the world.
Users can then access their
data anytime, anywhere

Core features:
- Unlimited storage space
- Cost efficient
- Completely secured
- No 3rd party can access your data

MINER

User pays the miner to store
data

USER

USER

Bandwidth sharing?
Purchase extra bandwidth

Miner shares requested
bandwidth speed with user

The NetFlowCoin ecosystem also supports Miners to
share their bandwidth. User will be able to purchase
extra bandwidth that can increase their online experience speeds.

NFC platform verifies users
request
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MINER
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NFC platform verifies
bandwidth being shared

Core features:
- Increased internet speeds
- Purchase as much as needed
- Cost effective & flexible

User will purchase extra
bandwidth speed from Miner
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20 mbp/s

5 mbp/s

AFTER

BEFORE

USER

Other core functions
The possibilities are endless

CDN

VPN

Global Content Distribution
Network

Global Virtual Private
Network

Digital Assets

Enterprise Software

Cryptocurrency Token
Economy

SDK For Building
Solutions

DAPPS

Decentralized Application
Hosting

Communication

Private Decentralized
Messaging

User recieves increased
bandwidth

Want to write about NetFlowCoin?
Our team are here to assist you

The launch of NetFlowCoin
NFC is beginning to take the crypto world by storm. As the company
has built a strong and robust application that is accelerating the use of
blockchain technology.
Email pr@netflowcoin.io

NetFlowCoin | The biggest rival to Filecoin
With the strength of NetFlowCoin’s application base, can Filecoin
really keep up? As Filecoin’s token in the world has only been based
on speculation, compared to real world value, perhaps their time is up
Email pr@netflowcoin.io

NetFlowCoin’s Izzbie Pro 2 protocol
Izzbie Pro 2 is the NFC protocol. It’s faster, more reliant, and designed
to enhance web 3.0 applications. Izzbie Pro 2’s applications have spun
into a web of services, from data storage to cyber security.
Email pr@netflowcoin.io

If you are looking to write a media piece about NetFlowCoin, our team is here to assist you. Please
contact us regarding any future articles you/your company are looking to create.

